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The dj's spinnin and people dancin
The rappers rappin and people clappin
Rock it like that

Othello verse
Stepped inside the jam, book bag in hand
Abandoned my pen and pad and gave a dap to my
man
A matter of fact it was packed from wall to wall with the
fans
The beat released a piece so we could grab the mics
and command now

Lightheaded together
Ahhhhh. open up and let us in so we can get down
With paul wright, we keep it rocking all night
No doubt, it's lightheaded headed for light
Like lights, I'm braille brizzy bringing sight for the blind

Braille verse
With a one two, give me the mic and I'm a wreck it
No question, just answers, soul clap in the session
To the rhythm of life, headed for light, sending rhymes
To your section or area code, rockin' the show

Chorus
The dj spinnin and people dancin
The rappers rappin and people clappin
I'm chillin in the back with a guitar on my lap
About to rock it like this rock it like that

Lightheaded together
Hey and how are you feeling
It's the movement, we are revealing
It's the crew with, the know how to throw down with no
boundaries
The sound has been found to be the illest in

Ohmega verse
Live electricity, fresh rhyme delivery
Lightheaded energy, full blast and never finicky
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Ha, hyper mellow tone, and cruise with the metronome
I'm always on point, now othello's up in your zone

Othello verse
With the heart felt, my art spilt upon the dance floor
Little bit of motivation so the people dance more
Animated movement to the music make it last long
Head wrapped and harnessing the passion the stand
strong

Braille verse
We rock, rock solid, never stop till my heart does
It's all love, and never been anything less
Northwest expand boundaries set to hold us down
Fresh with that sound that be rockin' the show

Chorus

Lightheaded together
Dj's, spinning the wax, we got the people to clap
With the dance floor packed, now we're bringing it back
To good times, fresh rhymes live and direct
And one, two, three get set

Ohmega verse
To blast off with your host ohmega watts I rock spots
While b-boys pop-lock and top rock
Non stop, we drop pure thoughts for your quiet days
Taking you everywhere except the wrong way

Chorus

Bridge
I hear the songs on the radio (radio)
It doesn't really matter where I go (where I go)
Cuz if it sticks then I know it is a hit you got to respect
the paycheck
I hear the songs on the radio (radio)
It doesn't really matter where I go (where I go)
Cuz if it sticks then I know it is a hit then I know it is a hit
know it is
a is a hit you

We got the breakers breakin
We got the dj s spinnin
We got the people dancin
Wnd everybody's packed in
We got the graphers graphin
We got the breakers breakin
We got the dj spinnin
We got the we got the



Chorus
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